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CHAPTER I 
Introduction 
A. The Purpose of the Paper 
The contents of this paper comprise the bulk of 
the problems which Mr. John Wilkinson and I had in the 
production of the 16mm sound film, "It's Up to You". 
Mr. Wilkinson, in his thesis, covered the related photo-
graphic problems of the film. I, in this thesis, will 
deal primarily with the planning, writing, directing, 
editing, and other problems encountered during the 
production and completion of the film. 
Some of the points listed in the paper may have 
been taken up by Mr. Wilkinson in his paper. I do not 
mean to be repititious, but it is difficult to discuss 
many of the problems without touching upon those already1 
described by Mr. Wilkinson. I may differ in some re-
spects from his ideas, but the difference of opinion 
may be beneficial to anyone interested in or contem-
plating the production of a film of this nature. 
B. The Purpose of the Film 
The main purpose of the film is to present to the 
people of a community or communities, the basic 
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services which a local h ealth department should provide ! 
for the people, regardless of the size, or t he lo ca_ti on li 
I 
of the community or communities. If we v1ere to enlarge f 
upon all t h e services, and the ntrrnerous catagories of 
I 
each service, it would require more than the four hu~­
dred feet of film which we are presenting. With -this 
fact in mind, let me say that if the existing depart- II 
I m~nts offer more than we have presented , so much the 
better . If, on the other hand , they offer less, then 
it is up to the people to see to it that their health 
department functions properly. 
',I 
II 
I 
This, then, is the secondary objective of the 1: 
'I film. To create an active interest in public health, j 
so that the people no longer te..ke their health depart- I 
I 
ment for granted, and to try to make the people realize 
II 
that only they: can help their health department to help· 
them. 
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CHAPTER II 
Planning the Film 
Idea 
For the past several years I have done summer 
'lrlork for my local health department. 1-fy duties con-
sisted of making routine inspections of stores, res-
taurants, tenement houses, recreation facilities, and 
working with the rodent control and fly and mo squi tel 
control :projects. Ivio·re recently I have had the op-
portunity to· 1r10rk at the local tuberculosis hospital. I 
I 
I 
Although this short association with Public Healtr 
Services was primarily concerned with sanitation work, 
I discovered that many people in the community had a / 
very vague idea, if any at all, of what the health 
department '\..ras trying to do. Fortunately, during the 
past few years, the people have been 'becoming increas 
1 
ingly interested in good public health measures. The 
I 
local department is well organized, . functions smoothly, 
d f · · t b t · t th · h · II an per orm·s J.n J. s es capacJ. y ose servJ.ces ,.,._ J.c , 
promote public health. It is progressive in the fact / 
that at present writ ing a modern public health center / 
is being built to provide the community with a cen-
trally located facility to help further the aims of II 
/I 
I 
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the health department. 
With due respect to the existing local health 
departments, whether they are housed in modern health 
centers or are quartered in the local town hall, there 
is room for a great deal of improvement. The improve-
ment, ho\'Tever, does not originate from the health de-
partment itself. The improvement must .come from the 
people, instead. After all, the health department can 
only do so much, the rest is up to the people. 
If a local department performs the services out-
lined in the film, then the people should strive to 
maintain and perhaps better their health program. If, 
="" 
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on the other hand, the local department is not qualifie~ 
to perform the six basic services, then it is up to the l 
people to cooperate more fully with the department, and l 
clemand from the local government that their health de- ' 
partment be strengthened so that it may perform its 
duties in the manner most beneficial to the community. 
I have mentioned. several times "the basic servicesr,· 
I 
are they? Howl of a good local health department. \v.hat 
I 
many of them are there? Up to a fe"' years agel there 
were six basic services, but during the post-war years, 
4 
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5 
a seventh service has been brought into prominence. 
The six services are Maternal and Child Health. Sanit-
ation, Communicable Disease Control, Laboratory Services, 
Vital Statistics, and Health Education. These services I 
are covered in the film. 
The seventh and most recent addition to· the public 
I 
health program is Chronic Disease Control. This category 
lr 
would include diseases such as cancer, diabetes, heart ', 
disease, and others, including some forms of alcoholism./~ 
I 
which has now been classified as a disease. Cancer andj' 
alcoholism, seem to inflect an aura of fear on the 1: 
:people, despite recent public campaigns and fund raisinlg 
I 
programs for research in the causes and treatment of /i 
. 'I such diseases. Tubercu~osis once aroused fear whenever 
it was mentioned, but now, through years o;r constant /1 
research and proper treatment, mo-st cases can be cured'! ' 
and most of the "fear" has been taken out of the word. r 
I hope that in the very near future, the results wil.l 
1
: 
of the be the same with cancer and alcoholism. Because 
"hush-hush11 attitude some people have tovmrds these II 
terms, I thought it best to omit the Chronic Disease I 
Control program from the film. To those public health j
1 
II 
I 
officials, or anyone interested enough to note the lack 
of a seventh "basic service", I offer the above reasons 
for having covered only six services in the film. 
We seem to have gotten off the track in regards 
to the origination of the idea for the film. But in 
summation let me say that the idea came from the fact 
I. 
1 that I felt only a few people knew what the health 
1: 
! department was trying to do. I am, therefore, trying 
to give to the people of any community, a "yardstick'' 
with which they can measure their own health department. 
B. Need 
Is there a need for such a film? I consulted 
various film catalogs and previewed those films deal-
ing with public health in seneral which I was able to 
obtain. There are many fine films dealing with specif-
ic aspects of public health. There are other films 
which deal with public health in general, but are 
restricted in their use due to obsolescence or the 
fact that solutions to the public health problems are 
applicable only to certain sections of the country. 
Some of the films dealt with public health in a 
general manner, yet made a "story" out of the film. 
Some of these stories were of the "cartoon'' or animated 
type of film. Others followed the life of one individual 
6 
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or one family, and its relationship to the health de-
partment. It is my opinion that once a film is done in 
this manner it "pin-points" the material so that most 
people would be apt to say, "Well, that happened to 
Johnnie Jones or, that happened to the Smith family, 
but what has it got to do with me?" 
For these reasons, I felt that what was needed was II 
a straight-forward film, showing the health department 
1
; 
in operation - not in relationship to Johnnie Jones or / 
the Smith family but in relationship to the entire com- 11 
munity. In other words, the film would show that the 
health department is working for every child and every 
adult in the community. 
I 
Thus, throughout the film, every aspect of public // 
II 
II 
health is handled in a very general way. I have not 
1: 
!I 
;I 
,, 
"starred" any one individual. I have tried to present 
the six basic services, so that people in small towns, 
or large cities; people in the north, south, east, or 
west could see the film, and know what the health de-
ll partment shoulcl do. It is up to the people, then, to 
decide vrhat they vrant, and to cooperate with the health1 
department in its task of safeguarding the community's I· 
health. Since different sections O·f the country must 
/! 
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combat similar health problems, each comm~ty must 
find the most effective method of dealing with its 
specific problems. This can only be done by the health 
department working with the full cooperation of every 
citizen. 
c. Sponsor 
Up to now, all I had were a lot of ideas about the 
film and how I would handle it. The basic idea I put 
on paper and presented it to Dr. Abraham Krasker who 
was then Director of the Division of Motion Pictures, 
Photography, and Visual Aids, at the School of Public 
Relations and Communications of Boston University. He 
thought it a worthwhile project and recommended that I 
confer with Professor Homer Dietmeier in regards to the 
production of the film. 
Professor Dietmeier agreed that the production of 
a documentary film of this nature would be useful to a 
community and instructive to me as a student of motion 
pictures. He assured me that the equipment of the Mo-
tion Picture Department would be available throughout 
the production of the film, and that he would assist me, 
in an advisory capacity, with whatever problems might 
arise. 
==----
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Naturally, the school could not assume financial 
responsibility for the fi~, nor could I undertake the 
full expense of the production. Mr. \·Jilkinson, who was 
interested in the project and offered his assistance as 
photographer, was not any better off financi ally than I. 
What we then needed was someone who was as muoh 
interested in the project as 1-re ""rere, and v1ho wou:;td be 
able to partially assist u s in financing the fiJ.m. I 
had several meetings with Dr. Fred B. Mayes, Director 
of Public Health for the Town of Brookline. When first 
approached, Dr. Mayes thought it was a good i dea, but 
was not sure if the Health Department had sufficient 
funds in its budget to undertalce the sponsorship O·f the 
fi~. Undoubtedly, and for good reason, he was probably 
hesitant to invest the department's money in the project 
because we \vere students. FortUJ.""lately, the department 
had. a budget for photographic supplies and the film raw 
steele was purchased '"ith these funds. Some how or other, 
Hr. \'Jilkinson and I would try to finan.ce the rest of the 
fi~. 
It '\>las agreed upon at this time that the original 
film, once completed. and edited, '"ould become the prop-
erty of the Hea l th Depart ment, a s vlel l as the dupe neg-
ative, in case more prints of the fi lm would ever be 
9 
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needed. 
With a sponsor for the film and the encouragement 
of the sponsor, as well as that of Dr. Krasker and 
Professor Dietmeier, we were now ready to plan the film 
in more detail. 
D. Story Treatment 
During the several meetings we had. with our spon-
sor and our faculty advisors all that we had to offer 
were a lot of ideas. There was no d.ef'1n1 te plan for 
the handling of the material. Some of the ideas were 
on paper, tne rest in my mind. I wrote a synopsis of 
the film, using all the ideas we had talked about. 
But, that still only told in narrative form, the story 
of the film. 
To give the sponsor an idea of how I intended to 
present the material., I needed what is known as a 
story treatment. This is an attempt to demonstrate 
the structure of a motion picture. lt consists of a 
combination of an actual script form and synopsis. 
The beginning of the film is worked out shot by shot. 
This includes the titles and the first sequence of the 
film. 
Once this is done, the factual material to be 
-===---
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presented can be described verbally. Then, if there 
is new material to be presented it is necessary to 
show, through actual script form again, just how you 
intend to make the jump. Throughout the story treat-
ment there may be several of these changes from script 
form to narrative form. They serve as "bridges" o·r 
transition devices to get you from one area to another. 
One advru1tage of the story treatment as described 
above is to sho1rl the sponsor how you intend to handle 
the film, yet giving him a chance to add to, or delete, 
any factual material which you include in the treatment. 
He can do this quite simply in narrative form, but if 
he were to try to change actual scenes or sequences as 
presented in a final script, he might have difficulty 
in so doing. 
It vras necessary for me to have several conferences 
w·ith Dr. 1-Iayes and the health educator before I finally 
completed the story treatment. They didn't want me to · 
create the impression that the Brookline Health Depart ... 
ment vras the final authority on the material presented 
in the film. I had to change several ideas because the 
way I had first presented them could erroneously be 
interpreted as recommendations of the Brookline Health 
Department. Then, too, some of the material I included 
11 
is not actually a part of the services of the Brookline 
Department, but is, instead, taken care of by other 
municipal departments or privately endowed agencies, 
working in cooperation vTi th the Health Department. 
\Vhen the story treatment vras finally approved by 
the sponsor and my advisors, I began to build the final 
shooting script from the foundation material in the 
treatment. The introduction, the transitions, and the 
final sequence were worked out in detail. All I had to 
do then was work out in script form the important parts 
of the factual material taking into consideration their 
photogenic qualities. 
The final revision of the script itself will be 
presented in the next chapter, but before we get into 
that, I would like to_ include here the synopsis of the 
film and the story treatment so that the reader may be 
able to distinguish between the two in the event that 
my description has not been too clear. 
12 
Synopsis 
"It's Up To You" 
The film v1ill begin vrith a historical reference to the 
Bubonic Plague era. \ife \<ril l see the symbol o:f the Plagu e , 
and how the people feared it. B-y mean s of a technical de-
vi ce kJ:10i.'L1 as a -..i s solve , \ve i.vi11 b e brought to t h e :present 
to· show that people today still fear disease. The symbol 
of disease for today will be a 11 Q,uarantine 11 sign, which is 
familiar ·. to most of us. 
With this introduction, the story of the Health Depart-
ment begins. Since i.·l e started 'l.vith s:ymbols of di sease , the 
stor y vli ll begin lJy centering around the Co:nrm.unicabl e Dis-
~ Q.Q® "' ol program of t h e :.Teal th Department. This "~:rill 
involve the attempt to prevent diseases by innoculation of 
babies, the yearly physical examinations of school children, 
and the precautions even adults can take to help prevent the 
spread of diseases. 
The Sanitation program o·f the department will be pre-
sented next, and vrill include the inspection of restaurants, 
stores, and water supply. The Laboratory Services offered 
by the department will be brought in here to show ho\<r it is 
connected with the Sanitation and Communicable Disease 
Control progran1s. 
13 
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Vital Statistics although not photogenic, will be 
presented next, and it will be shown that the clerical staff 
of the department is necessary to keep these statistics as 
well as being a possible aid in the HealthEducation pro-
gram, by preparing information to be included in monthly news-
letters or bulletins, publicity campaigns and programs for 
meetings of civic groups, all dealing with the activity of 
the Health Department in its fight against disease. 
The Maternal and Child Health program of the Health 
Department will include scenes showing the visiting nurse 
service and the Pre-Natal and/or Well-Baby Clinics sponsored 
by the department. 
The conclusion of the film will consist of a montage 
of all the ''high spots" of the film, with a final verbal 
II 
1 implication that the Health Department ie doing, and will 
continue to do all it possibly can, but the rest is up to 
the people. 
;_=--===------ --~----~--=--
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STORY TREATMENT 
IT'S UP TO YOU 
- -
- -
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L_ 
"It'sUpToYou" 
Titles 
Superimposed over background 
shots of Medieval scenes ( print , 
lithographs, etc.) 
1. IT'S UP TO YOU 
2 . vlri tten by 
3. 
4. 
1 
t 
i j 
.! 
l 
Joseph F. Ryan, Jr. 
Photgraphed by 
John N. vrilkinson 
Sponsored by 
Brookline Health Department 
Brookline, Massachusetts 
F J\DE OUT TITLE 
FADE IN PICTURE 
l 
I 
CU. Blank \vooden door. Man's I 
arm holding paint brush, sweep 
across frame and paints large I 
white X on door. J 
HS. Man in front of door, put , 
brush away, steps back-looks a . 
door, and walks away. 
MLS. 3 people; watch man as he · 
walks a'IJ-Tay from house. X stil 
visible, 3 are huddled togethe 
talking. i 
~ MS. From rear of 3 people; 
still t a lking. Looking toward 
house-X still seen. 
f { 
~ 
! 
' ,, ~! 
.~ 
t 
·'. 
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Music will play throughout titles; t 
will be serene, yet building up to ~ 
climax. 
I 
J 
I 
' ! 
I 
I 
l 
J 
Music \vill fade slightly, as title i 
fades out, but as X is painted on ~ 
door it reaches climax. t 
NARRATION START--MALE VOICE j 
The sign of the Plague. The dread~, 
ed Bubonic Plague of the lili ddle 
ages. 
Doctors were helpless against it. 
\vi thout knowing what caused it, 
isolation was only a gesture of 
fear and superstition. 
Fear, superstition, and hope--- .. 
I those were the weapons---the only 1 
weapons available to fight a lethal 
scourge. 
··.~F. 17 
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s. 
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I 
~ 
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l 
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t 
I 
CU. Reverse angle (from front 
of 3 as they talk ano_ look to·-
wards house. They are dressed ~ 
in Medieval costv~es. ~ 
DISSOLVE TO 
t 
• t 
fi 
i 
f 
cu. Same angle of seme 3 peop e, 
now dressed in modern clothes. 
Still t a lking and looking in 
direction of house. 
Today, there is still fe ar of d is- ! 
ease, but far less than during the ! 
Plague era. ~ 
MS. Reverse angle of 3 peo ple 
small house in background. 
(Shot from same angle as in # 4 
Medical science has taken the place 
of superstition. Progress has bee* 
made to insure better Public Health. 
doo·r plainly visible.) ! ~ 
: 
CU. Door of house; sign on wal 
beside door: "Q.uarantine". 
Isolation is still used in some ~ 
cases, but as a scientific measure : 
to help prevent disease. t 
FADE OUT 
i 
l 
I 
l 
This sequence wil give us an introduction to the 
Communicabie Disease C~ntroL.program 'of the Health De-
partment. The next sc~ne vlill be the interior of a doc-
tor's office, and the ·¢toctor is examining and giving an 
innoculation to a baby J who has been brought to t he office 
by its mother. The narration vrill be done in the person 
of the doctor. H-e ~. v.ril point out the importance of these 
innoculations aga inst phildhood diseases, so that the 
children may grow up wf thout any great danger, and go to 
school like all the ot .er children. Here we \vill be shown 
two scenes of part of he physical examinations given to 
school children throug out their school years. The doctor i 
\vill explain the value· of these exams, and also the v alue 1 
of plenty of fresh air and sunshine to the physica l and i 
mental development of . he children. vie '\.Vill see a fevJ J 
scenes of playground aptivity to carry this theme further. 
No'\'T the doctor will po nt out that adults, too, can benefit j 
from the services offe ed by the health department, by taking 
advavtage of free ches x-rays, and other such services. 
\ve 'lirill see a simple s: quence of a man having his chest 
x-ray taken. This doe not, by far, present the whole 
picture of the Communi, able Disease :program, but I think 
there is enough here t ' show what it is and might possibly 
create an interest for· obta ining more information • 
I 
! 
' f
t 
i 
I 
J 
i 
. 
I 
i 
I 
f 
~ 
l 
-J 
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TITIB: IT 1 S UP TO YOU 
LS. Restaurant-type kitchen. , 
J.l.1an in chef's uniform at stove; 
two men-one in white, the other 
in hat and coat stand near pile 
of dishes on a sinkboard. f ~ 
118 . Two· men at pile of dishes. l 
Inspector has clipboard and is ~ 
writing. Other man look~ on. ~ 
CU. Two men talking as 1nspecto 
is sho'\..ring clipboard to man. 
118. Two· men standing near 
silverware tray. Black case 
beside tray. Inspector picks 
up fork. 
·:. _,-- 18 
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NARRATION - DIFF~IT E~ VOICE 
Did you ever \'ronder v1hat health in-
spectors do? Part of our job is to 
inspect restaurants, drug stores or 
other places where food is solu to 
be eaten. 
We try to make suggestions for the , 
proper handling and serving of food. ~ 
Tests are made of all cooking and 
eating utensils for later examination 
in our lab. ' 
From this point the ·nspector will t ake us to inspections 
of grocery stores, super-m rkets, or other places where the 
storage of food, or the di posal of waste material could be of 
serious consequence if it ere not done properly. We will also 
be sho\'m . that the water su ply is tested periodically to . safe-
guard the liealth of the pe ' ple. This sequence will end with a 
close up shot of the ins:pe· tor holding the \vater sample bottle. 
By means of a dissolve, we can be taken into the Laboratory to 
show the technician holdin the same bottle. 
CU. Bottle in woman's hand. 
Pipette inserted into bottle 
and sample t aken out. 
NARRATION - FEMALE VOICE 
MS. Establish '\voman in Labor- I 
atory. Seated at table. Rm>Ts i 
of petri dishes on table. Drops , 
water in each one of the dishes.i 
CU. She covers dishes, and put J 
them in a wire basket on the ta~~e. 
What' s in a drop of v1at er? Some- t 
times. harrnle~s little thin~s, but f 
somet1mes th1ngs that woula endange~ 
everyone in the tovm. ~ 
MS. Looking in microscope; 
adjusts lens and makes notes. 
! 
Part of my job is to determine the l 
bacterial content of our water and \· 
our milk supply. 
I 
I 
I 
* 
r I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
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·rrrrs: IT'S UP TO YOU 
HS. \voman opens incubator, 
pulls out tray of petri ui shes, 
carries it to table and sits 
down. 
CU. She selects dish, sets it 
in viewer and makes notes. 
lifo\v that we are "insi e" the Health Department, we can 
show the clerical staff a work and the narrator \vill tell 
us about Vital Statistics and ho\lr records are kept, etc. 
These records and statist cs could possibly be the founda tion 
for monthly bulletins or :de\'lsletters \vhich could serve as an 
introduction to the HealtH Education :program. We \<Till see the 
bulletins being printed, eing read, and also signs announcing 
c~est x-rays and Diabetes tests. We will also see the Health 
Dl.rec~or ~ddressing a g~o .p of :people and discussing the 
organJ.zatJ.onal set up or he Health Department. 
I 
1 
~ ~ ~ 
M 
ECU. Booklet on table. Woman'+ 
hand moves into frame; :picks up ~ 
booklet. J 
MS. Establish woman in living I 
room. Reading booklet. There I 
is a crib beside chair in whichi 
she sits. ~ 
cu. Crib, baqy asleep in it. I 
NARRATION-DIFFERENT FEMALE VOICE 
11others, today, have a lot of in-
formation available in the care of 
their new babies. 
11LS. Exterior of house. Car 
stops, woman carrying bag gets 
out, goes to front door and 
rings bell. 
I ; Nurses like myself often visit the mothers to help them with any prob- • lems \vhich might have arisen. { 
From this :point we wi 1 see the nurse come into the house , 
and watch the mother as sh bathes or changes the baby. She l 
will be talking about the . re-Natal instruction the mother re- l 
ceived, and some of the other services s ponsored by the Health r 
Department. Then she \'lillr point out that once the baby is old I 
enough, it can be brought ~ o the vlell Baby Clinic, where it will J 
be checked and examined by'~ nurses or doctors, and the mother \vill , 
be informed as to how to kr e:p her baby healthy. f 
·{ I 
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r ;I MS. Mother puts rattle in baby's And ~~ recolnniend· ·any medic~l.l care .~ 
hand. Leans forward to · look at! which might -be n·ecessary to improve :1 
chart which nurse holds. Both 1 the health of the baby. ~ 
look up at baby. ~ i 
i !· 
cu. Baby waving rattle, kicki~ fl 
its feet. ~ • 
FADE OUT 
FADE IN 
MONTAGE SEQ,UENCE 
cu. X on door 
cu. "Q,uarantine Sign" 
Doctor examining baby •. 
MS. Chest x-ray. 
:r.rs. Boy being examined; girl 
being weighed. 
I ;NARRATION'-MALE VOICE ( lst VOICE ) ! 1~. We've seen what used to b.e don-e, ~ and what is being done today. , I 
I'· The Health De:~>artment is doing ~ all it can' to protect you and your fam.ily. 
MS. Sanitationa water samples l 
lab shot. Posters and Health ~ 
Director; Visiting nurse; Moth 'r, 
It ·can't do the job alone. It 
needs help; your help. 
Do you want these children to grow ~ Nurse and baby. 
cu. Baby on scales; kicking i s 
feet. 
FADEOUT 
TITLE 
THE END 
I 
I 
f. 
up healthy and strong? '· 
That's up to you. q 
MUSIC SLOWLY FADES OUT 
AS END TITLE APPEARS 
CHAPTER III 
:Production 
To the uninfor.med, the production of a film may 
merely mean the acquisition of a camera, some film, and 
. . 
some lights, and just exposing the film in the camera. 
Nothing could be farther from the truth. The materials 
needed to produce successfully a worthwhile film are 
infinite. I will attempt to point out the major items 
needed, along with the necessity for having some sort 
of a shooting script to· follow throughout the production 
period. 
A. The Script 
The first, and most important thing to have 1"1~ a 
script. It may only be a list of shots, or it may be 
a completely worked out list of shots, camera angles, 
action within the shots, and the dialogue or narration 
to coincide with the shots or action. The script I 
followed through the production, was a continuation, 
you might say, of the story treatment. 
After several weeks of writing and rewriting, I 
was able to put in the script the shots which would be 
used to supplement the information contained in the 
narrative portions of the story treatment. I chose 
those particular activities of the several functions of 
the Health Department which I thought would be most 
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photogenic and broke down these activities into simple 
shots and sequences. 
There are some duties which the Health Department 
performs which are not photographical-ly interesting. 
One of these is the recording and compilation of the 
vital statistics. There is certainly no pictorial 
interest in looking at figures and percentages. For 
that reason, I omitted, photographically, the actual 
vital statistics program. Instead, the narrator tells 
about the importance of vital statistics while we see 
the clerks working and the man reacting the monthly 
bulletin. This is an example of what I mean by the 
non-photogenic qualities o·f certain aspects of Public 
- . 
Health activity. As we go· al.ong, I will try to point 
out my reasons for choosing the particular subject 
matter which I have presented. 
The opening sequence of the man painting the "X" 
on the door, and the peo·ple looking o~n fearfully was 
chosen because of its dramatic content. I felt that if 
the film opened with the co•nventional shot of a man 
seated at a desk and saying that we were going to see a 
fi~ about a health department, the audience might 
iimn~_diately lose interest by thinking that this w~s an 
educational film. The close-up shot o·f the hand print-
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ing the "X" on the door was used to· attract attention. 
It might even cause the people to sit up and take notice, 
and make them wonder what the film is about. 
Once their interest is aroused, it is easy to 
present the actual message of the film. The "X'' is on 
the door, the people are told what it is, when it was 
used, and they are told and even see how people reacted 
to it. 'YTe are immediately brought up to:· the present., 
by seeing people of today reacting in an almost identical 
manner to an almost identical symbol - the "Q,uarantine" 
si.gn. 
In shooting this sequence, there were several out .. 
standing problems. The first was the "Medieval" costumes. 
We did not have funds enough to rent costumes, so we 
asked the theatre department in the scnool tf they had 
anything which would be suitable. Fortunately, at the 
time, they had just fin.ished with a play about the 
Elizabethan period, and they told us that we were more 
than welcome to use any or all the costumes we needed. 
Actually, I don't think the co:•stumes in the film corres-
pond exactly to the clothes worn during the Plague era. 
But, we co·uldn't be too picayune in the matter. We 
were decidely grateful to the theatre department for 
their cooperation along this line. 
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We now had the costumes, but something as insignif-
icant as a paintbrush was standing in our way. Finding 
a Medieval paint brush was not an easy task. I finally 
had to concoct an affair which I thought might suffice. 
I used some old straw from a broom, a short twig for a 
handle, and tied the straw around the twig with some 
string. It really looked as if it had come from the 
Middle Ages, if not from the Paleolithic era. But when 
the first stroke of the uX" was made, the "brush" fell 
apart. We tried to repair it on the location, but were 
unsuccessful. However, we were able to get a reasonable 
facsimile of an "X" on the wall, and continue with the 
shooting of the scene. The actual close-up of the "X" 
being painted was shot several weeks later, using a 
modern paint brush and also a dl fferent person's hand. 
For this particular sequence, the script called for 
a wooden door, on a medieval-looking type house. The 
city of Boston may be old, but ,we were unable to find 
anything to satisfy our need. We were also unable to 
find a door upon which the owner wanted a "large, white 
X" as a decoration. For t hese reasons, we settleO. on a 
stone building, with a Gothic type doorway and iron 
gates. The ''X" had to be painted alongside the door. 
Since this scene was shot on a Sunday, the owner of the 
----=---= --
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building was not available for us to obtain his per-
mission. The "paint" used, was white-paste shoe 
polish mixed with water. We tried to wash it off, 
and succeeded in getting most of it off the wall, but 
at present writing there is still a trace of the "X" 
on the building • 
.Ano,ther problem encounteredcfuring the shooting 
of this sequence was that of onlookers. It was 
difficult for the actors to walk unnoticed through 
the st~eets of Boston to get from one location to 
another. For the greater part of the shooting period 
we were bothered by children and ,adults asking us if 
it were a Hollywood movie. Some of the children were 
highly amused at eeeing people dressed in such clothes, 
and continually heckled t:p.e actors. As a result, the 
actors were disturbed and we had to shoot each scene 
at least three times. 
The sequence following this one, with the actors 
dressed in modern clothes created no great problems. 
When we first shot it, we used a house with an over-
hanging porch. "When the man was nailing the "Q,uarantine" 
sign on the wall, he was in a deep shadow area. This 
particular scene had to be shot again using an open 
doorway. 
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The sequence involving the doctor, the mother, 
and the baby was not as difficult as I thought it 
would be, The wa,j .or p;roblem was that of obtaining a 
doctor to act in the sequence. I asked three physicians 
to participate and all three of them refused. Their 
reasons for doing so were the same - professional 
ethics. vT.hy this would violate a code of ethics, I 
do not know. Since they would receive no actor's pay 
for their wo~rk I could no·t say to~o much to them. One 
of the doctors did offer to stand by ~d act as a 
technical advisor in the proper handling of the equip-
ment. }!r. \Y'ilkinson portrayed the docto·r in the sequence 
and with the aid of the physician did a fairly good 
job. 
The mother was cooperative, but by no means an 
actress. She was nervous and we had to rehearse the 
actions three or four times before we shot each scene. 
The baby was well-behaved for the most part, but be-
came unruly when:ever either of his grandJ>arents started 
to talk to him from the n sidelines". At one point dur-
ing the shooting, the baby started to cry, so, we shot 
scenes numbered twelve and fourteen. The script re-
quired the baby to cry when the doctor approached him_ 
with the needle, and again as the needle was withdra~ 
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from the baby's arm. The baby's crying spell lasted 
almost an hour allowing us plenty of time to shoot the 
close-ups of the doctor and the mother. 
The original script called for the scene to be 
shot in a doctor's office. Since none of the doctors 
asked were willing to appear in the film, I had to 
change the script so that the "doctor" was visiting a 
home. These were the only major problems encountered 
during the shooting of this sequence. 
One event during the filming of the sequence 
created a great deal of excitement. When the film 
was returned :from the processing laboratory, of the 
three rqlls sent, . o~y two were good. One was com-
pletely black. We immediately checked the shutter of 
the camera to see if it was functioning properly. It 
was all right, so the only other explanation was that 
we had photographed the scene through a lens cover. 
However, when we were ready to shoot again, I found a 
roll of exposed film in the film supply box. In the 
excitement of shooting the baby and trying to keep the 
grandparents happy, I must have placed an unexposed 
roll of film with the film which was to be sent to the 
laboratory. From that time on I made it a point to 
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check each roll to be sent out, and as a double pre-
caution, I saved the piece of black tape which is wrap-
ped around each can of film. When a roll was exposed 
and replaced in the can, the piece of tape was put 
around the can again, in_,a different manner, to dis-
tinguish it between an exposed roll of film and an unex-
posed roll. 
The scenes of the children in the playground were 
not difficult at all, but the next two were. The school 
girl being weighed was the first problem. I arranged to 
have a much smaller girl thafi the one in the film. When 
I arrived at her house to take her to the hospital, she 
was crying and didn't want to have her picture taken. 
I had to make several phone calls before I ~ound a re-
placement. The same situation arose when asking a nurse 
to appear in the film as when we asked the doctors. 
Several were approached, but none wanted to be in the 
film. I finally had to ask a young secretary to act the 
part of the nurse. Her uniform was no t regulation, but 
it was the only thing available. 
The shot of the doctor examining the boy's throat 
was shot with the author impersonating the doctor. 
After showing parts of the film to the sponsor and other 
people, the major comment about this particular scene 
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was that the doctor needed a shave. 
The JP.ajor problem in filming the x-ray machine 
sequence was that of space. The room was small and we 
had to place the camera in the doorway, and arrange the 
light e eo they wo>uld not be in the range of the camera. 
The next sequence was not difficult to shoot and we 
received a great deal of cooperation from the inspector 
and the manager of the restaurant. The shots of the 
inspector and manager talking were taken in a small pan-
try near the ldtchen. The kitchen itself was too con-
gested fo'r us to place the necessary lights and the 
camera, so we shot one scene in the kitchen of the local 
hospital. The action had to be changed a little, but 
the general idea of t .he sequence was retained. 
When we shot the market sequence, the same spirit 
of cooperation arose. We tried not to clutter up the 
store too much, but were not very successful. Business 
went on as usual, and we were able to get the shots we 
wanted. 
The swbnming pool sequence created many interesting 
problems. The lighting problem was difficult. We 
couldn't place lights where we needed them - the pool 
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was in the way, and the walk encircling the pool was 
too narrow. We finally had to station an assistant on 
the end of the diving board holding a bank o.f flood 
lights. Another assistant had to be placed in the bal-
cony to throw more lights on the scene. This lighting 
arrangement forced us to shoo·t the long shot from the 
other end of the pool using a telephoto lens. This 
meant that we would have to lose some depth in the 
scene, but if we had shot from any other angle, we 
would have included the fellow standing on the diving 
board, and the wires leading to the lights in the bal-
cony. The medium shot and the close-up were done from 
a different camera position, but we had to tape the 
cable underneath the diving board, and a third assis-
tant had to hold the balcony cables out of camera range. 
The two shots o·f the water samples being taken 
from the taps were accomplished without any trouble at 
all. Lighting the glass and the water presented a 
slight problem, but Mr. Wilkinson solved it, and dis-
cusses it in his thesis. 
We then moved into the Health Department Laboratory 
· and undoubtedly must have upset the routine for a few 
days. The technician was helpful in suggesting the 
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proper way to do things, rather than the way I had them 
in the script. Same of the activity in the laboratory 
is not easily :photographed, so we selected that which 
we thought would look well on the screen, and still tell 
the story of the laboratory. 
I had :planned at first to show microphotographs to· 
correspond with the technicians looking into the micro-
scope and the colony counter, but we didn't have the 
equipment to do this. 
Vital Statistics :presented one of the biggest prob-
lems. I could have had a series of still shots of 
birth certificates, death certificates, and other forms, 
but I thought they would be very boring. That is why 
I just have a shot of the clerk typing and one looking 
in a file cabinet. The narration can convey the idea 
that the records are ke:pt and are important, and it 
can also im:ply that such records form ,a basis for 
health education. 
Thus, health education was introduced here in the 
form of the publicity posters, the monthly newsletters, 
and the shot of the health director addressing the 
group of :people. It certainly deserves much more 
s:pace that was alloted to it, but the whole fi1m is a 
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form of health education, and each topic in the film 
can be discussed in greater lengths either before or 
after showing it. 
In photographing the sequence of the visiting 
nurse we ran into the same old problem. We couldn't 
find a nurse who wanted to appear in the film, the 
baby's mother was reluctant to act, also. So we had 
to use an amateur nurse and mother. The nurse had to 
wear the same uniform used in the first scene of the 
nurse weighing the girl. 
The baby was very content with all the commotion 
going on about her. The mother and the nurse were easy 
to work with, but their ability to handle. a baby has 
been questioned by people who have seen the film. They 
were clumsy in the way in which they powdered the baby 
and put the diaper on. A few professional people who 
have seen the film noticed the inauthenticity of the 
nurse's uniform and the bag she carried. 
The same two comments were brought up in the next 
sequence. The two girls who acted as the nurse and 
the mother were amateurs. The scene was not shot in 
the baby clinic, but in a studio, using a blank wall 
a~ a background. The baby scales are not the type 
32 
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Titles I 
Superimposed over background 
shots of Medieval scenes 
{prints, lithographs, etc.) 
IT'S UP TO YOU 
Written by 
Joseph F. Ryan, Jr. 
Photographed by 
John ». Wilkinson 
Sponsored by 
~ 
:Brookline Health Department · 
Brookline, Massachusetts 
FADE 0UT TITLE 
Music will ':play throughout· titles; 
will be serene, yet building up to 
climax. 
Music will fade slightly, as title 
FADE IN PICTURE 
~ fades out, but as "X"' is painted on l I door it reaches climax. ! 
CU. Blank wooden door. Man' NARRATION START--MALE VOICE 
ar.m, holding paint brush swe s The sign of the Plague. The dreaded " 
across fra.me and paints larg Bubo·nic Plague of the Middle Ages. 
white "X" across door panel. 
MS. Man in front of door, p,., s Doctors '\'tere helpless against it. 
brush away, steps back-looks i t 
door, and walks away. 
MLS. 3 people; watch .. inan as 
walks away from house. "X" 
still visible, 3 are huddled 
gether talking. 
MS. From rear of 3 people; ~ 
still talking. Looking to- I 
wards house - "X" still . seen.~ 
cu. reverse angle (from fron } 
of 3 as they talk and look t o!-
wards house {camera) j 
'~ 
e Without knowing what caused it, 
isolation was only a gesture of 
o- fear and superstition. 
Fear, superstition, and hope---· 
those were the weapons -- the only 
weapons · available to fight a lethal 
scourge. 
·, 
sc 
7. 
a. 
9. 
10. 
IT'S UP TO YOU 
DISSOLVE TO 
CU. Same angle of same 3 
people, now dressed in presentl 
day attire. Still talking anq 
looking in direction of house • I· 
MS. Reverse angle of 3 peopl, ; 
small white house in background. 
(Shot from same an.gle as in # , 
door plainly visible.} 
cu. Door of house; sign on 
wall beside door: "Q,uarantine 
Scarlet Fever" 
FADE OUT 
MLS. Office int. Established 
as Dr.'s office by furniture ad 
equipmemt. Dr. standing near 
table '\'rorking over equipment. 
Baby on table, woman playing 
with it while she watches Dr. 
MS. Wo.ma.n, head close to bab 
and fondling it. Dr.'s hands 
seen in background handling 
equipment. 
11. cu. Dr.'s hands as he is 
12 
holding needle. 
MS. Dr. takes piece of gauze 
wipes baby's arm. Bends over , 
to inject needle. Mother 
follows his actions and 1 
nervously leans fonrard. 1 
cu. Mother's face. Low angl 
shot as she looks down wo ~ 
where baby would be. She tak' s 
deep .breath and winces slight · y. 
MS. Dr. straightens up, ex-
tracts needle, "V.>ipes arm agai ,· , 
Mother reaches down and strok~s 
child's head. I 
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PAGE : 
Today there is still fear of dis-
ease, but tar ·lese than during the 
Plague era. 
Medical science ·has taken the place ; 
·or superstition. Progress has been 
made to insure better Public Health 
r. 
Iso·lation is still used in some I 
cases, but as a scientific measure 
to help prevent disease. ' 
Prevent.ion of di a ease at the indi v-
idual level .. that's the basis of 
good Public Health. 
Examinations, Innoculations 
A bit painful, perhaps, but in the 
long run well worth the short period 
o·f discomfort. 
~ 
i 
F'!'r. 
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15. 
16. 
1'7. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
1 
i II 
LS. 6hildren in playground, I Strong:, healthy children. · That'' a ~ 
boys are playing ball; girls ~ the wi,sh of the Health Department ~ 
are jumping rope. Pan to pick ~ and ev¢ry citizen. 1! 
t . •t. r. I I. up ac ~v~ ~es. .: f il ~ lj I I, 
MS. Small girl on platform ~ Periodical exams throughout the ~ 
scales. Nurse standing beside! early ,school years, help in checking i 
scales, adjusting the weights.~ the physical development of the ~ 
Mother stands by. Nurse makes~ children. !! 
note on chart and then mea sur~ ~ 
girl's height. ~ 
i cu. Dr. and boy, side angle . J 
shot. Dr. has stethescope an~ 
is examining boy's heart and ~ 
lungs, etc. ~ 
~ 
MS. Attendant at X-Ray machirl~ . 
Mam, chest bared, walks to ;; 
machine. Attendant places h~ 
against machine and walks to ~ 
control panel. ( 
,, 
CU. Attendant's hand pressingJ 
button. ~ 
.j 
MS. Man steps back from ~ 
machine as attendant moves for~ 
ward and pulls X-Ray holder ~ 
from machine. ~ 
F.ADEOUT 
I ~~ 
I 
' I 
Adults 1, some too lazy, some too btisy~i 
o·r others afraid, . often neglect 'thei~ 
health. : Only a few minutes - a few 
simple! test s .--
I I. 
maybe just enough time to press a 
button, I 
I 
I 
would alleviate all their fears. 
I . - NARRATION;..DIFFERENT MALE voICE 
LS. Restaurant;..type kitchen. I 
Man in background.i.'in chef' s • 
uniform at stove; two men, on~ 
in white, other in hat and ~ 
coat, stand near pile of dish, s 
on sinkboard. · ~ 
MS. Two men at pile of d ishe d . 
. Insp. has clip board and is ~-
writing. Other man looks c::m. , 
~ ~ 
~ ~ 
I' !! 
Did you ever wonder what health 
inspectors do '? Part of our job 
is to :inspect restaurants, drug · 
stores, or other places where food 
is sola . 
We t~ to make suggestions for 
proper: handling and serving of 
'· I 
i 
• 
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CU. Tt~to men talking as insp . ~ 1t 
is showing clip board to man. ~ 
. I 
MB. Two men standing near sik-
verward tray. Black case be- ~ 
side tray. I:nsp. picks up ; 
fork. ~ 
~ 
CU. Fork in man' s hand. Oth,~r 
band opens black case, takes i 
out tube; 1-ri thdra,c~rs s,.,r? b from 
tub e; ,d:p P S S'FRb on f l!'.lrk, I 
r eplaces swab in tube. ~ 
i 
J:iJS. Same insp., but differen. 
man--butcher, standing at ~ 
meat co:unter. Insp. reading f 
thermometer; makes note on 
clip board. They move to gar · 
bage receptacles, which are 
uncovered. I 
CU. Insp. and butcher stand-f 
ing near receptacles--Insp. I 
puts dovers on barrels and ~ 
t a lks to butcher. 
LS. Interior swimming pool, ! 
man walks into frame, carries ~ 
bag, goes to edge of pool and• 
kneels down. 
MS. Man kneeling at edge of 
pool, takes bottle from bag, t, 
uncovers it, dips it in pool, t;·· 
and replaces cover. 
CU. Man's hand placing bottl 
in bag, closes cover o.f bag. ~ 
cu. Bottle in man's hand; th!l s 
t~e it is under water tap. ~ 
Other hand turns tap on. • 
Bottle fills up, he recovers ~ 
it, and ~huts tap' off~ 4· 
~ 
I 
Tests are made of all cooking 
and ' eating utensils for later 
exsunination in our lab. 
I 
( ,, 
ft ,, 
" 
I , 
\ve ~ry to check · on the :proper ij 
storage of food, and the disposal v. 
of waste material. ;! 
! ~ 
I u 
I ~ 
'
I • 
., 
I If neither of these were done· 
proi>erly, the results coulcl be 
quite serious. 
i 
Howt many of us take for granted 
that our water is safe? 
l 
I 
Whether it's used recreation or 
for tdrinking, it must be safe. 
I 
~ 
'i 
,J 
i 
'i 
'1 
ij 
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cu. Eottle in woman's hand. 
Eyedropper or pipette inserte~ 
into bottle and wi thd,rawn. ~ 
MS. To establish woman in 
H .. -D. Lab. Seated at table. i 
-;Rows of petri dishes on table;. 
Drops water in each one of the 
dishes. ,. j 
cu. 
puts 
She covers the dishes an 
them in wire rack or tr~. 
v 
~ 
~ 
MS. Looking in a microscope, ~ 
the woman adjusts the lens l 
and makes notes. 
i 
MS. Woman opens incubator, · f 
pulls out tray of petri dishe·s, 
carries it to table and sits I 
down. i . 
cu. She selects one dish se .s 
it in viewer and makes notes 
' FADE OUT ! 
cu. Clerk at typewriter. .I 
· MS. Establish above clerk i~ 
office; 2nd clerk at another 
desk. One still typing, t 
other going _through papers. ~ 
CU. Printing press. Papers f 
coming off the machine. Tit e 
seen in heavy type HEALTH 
:BULLETIN 
cu. Copy of HE (full title 
shot) , in man' s band. 
MS. To establish man in 
living room, · sitting in chai~ 
and reading the bulletin. ~ 
cu. Sign in shop window - ~ 
FREE CHEST X-RAY. i. 
}\ .CrE!t. 38 
N.ARRATION-~·fALE VOICE 
' Part :or my j 'ob is to determine the 
bacterial content of our water and 
milk supply. 
4 
Doctors send in blood aample1 and 
other tests. All these, and· the - ~ 
samples collected by the inspectors 1 
are ~arefully examined in the lab. 
I 
Keeping the records of lab tests, 
births and deaths is an important 
function of a Health Department. 
It' s 1 more important that some of 
the results of the·se tests and 
reports reach the people. 
I 
Health Education, in an.y form, is 
necessary to: show the people 
what they can do -
.l 
1 
'I 
' ! 
•, 
I 
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J 
5 ·• 
CU. Sign on stand on side- I 
walk. • • DIABETES TEST HERE i 
MLS. Room interior. Mixed 
8lldience sitting in rows of 
chairs looking in direction 
of stage. 
I 
f. 
J 
J 
CU. Low angle shot of Health 
Director. To create imnres-
sion that he is speaking to 
above group. Picks up bookl t 
and holds it to audience. H 
ECU. Booklet in hands-
YOUR CHILD 
ECU. Booklet on 
man 1 s hand .comes 
piqks it up. 
I 
I 
table. Wo- l 
into ;frame d 
MS. Establish woman in liv- 1 
ing room. Reading booklet. i 
There is a crib beside chair~ 
in which she sits. I 
CU. Crib, baby asleep in it · 
}fLS. Exterior of house. Car 
pulls up to curb, woman gets 
out carrying bag. She goes o 
front door of house. 
MS. Nurse at door. Rings 
bell. Door opens and woman I 
in scene #49 opens door. · · I 
Nurse goes in and door closes 
behind them f 
f 
MS. Interior living room{49b 
Nurse and woman walk into ro m 
toward crib. Nurs e places b 
on table, and they both bend, down 
to look into crib~ . ~ 
, 
--and how to do it in order to 
safeguard their health and that 
of their families. 
NARRATION-DIFFERENT ~~ VOICE 
Mothers today, have a lot of 'in-
formation available on the care 
of their new babies. 
Nurses like myself often visit 
the mothers to help them with any 
problems which might have arisen. 
Perhaps it's only how to bathe 
the baby or change a diaper 
correctly. 
i 
! 
·t 
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CU. Lmv angle shot of nurse aE 
woman as they look do~m--sup-
·- .. ... ..... T .... . 
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5 
posedly into crib. ~ 
~ CU. Low angle shot of two as ~ ~ they are mixing formula in a ~ 
bottle. Nurse demonstrates, t 
mother looks on. J 
MS. Living room, nurse and ~ 
mother re-enter~ Mother carriel 
bottle, goes to chair and sits 
down. Nurse goes to crib, pic s 
up baby, places it in mother's l 
lap. Mother puts bo t tle . near 
baby' s mouth. . 
cu. Baby contentedly feeding I 
from bottle. 
FiillE OUT 
MLS. Interior of large room. 
There are several people, in 
groups, around sma ll tables. 
(nurs es, moth ers, babies}. 
MS. One t able--nurse, mother, 
and baby. Baby on scales. 
CU. Baby on scales, nurse's 
hand holding its head up. 
Mother looks at scale dial. 
1-18. Nurse lifts baby from 
scale, puts it on table. 
Mother fixes its clothing. 
CU. Nurse makes notes on car • 
ECU. Nurse's hand making Xi 
space on card. 
MS. I'ifother puts rattle in · 
I baby's hand. }iother and nurs 
look at chart; then at baby, ~ 
baby waves rattle. ~ 
CU. Baby waving r attle, 
kicking its feet. 
FADEOUT 
:1· 
I 
J 
Perhaps it's a personal p roblem 
in which case we t ry to be of as 
much assist ance as pos s ible. 
When the · children are old enough 
mothers can take them to our clinic 
for periodic examination. 
" 
r 
We keep a very careful record of th ~ 
baby's health and physical developm nt-
and recormnend any medical care ! 
which might be nece s sary to improve r 
its health. t 
' ! 
' 
~ 
I 
l 
I 
sc 
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MOJ:.ITAGE SEQ.UENCE t NARRATION-MALE VOICE( let VOICE) . . J 
cu. X on door. J We've· seen what used to be done, ~ i and \<That is being done today. il 
CU. "Q,uarantine 8ign" , il 
MS. Doctor examining baby. J ~e Health Department is doing ~ 
i all it can to pro·tect you and ~ 
MS. Chest x-ray. 
MS. Boy being wei~ed; 
being examined. 
• gir 
! 
I 
MS. . Sanitation; water eamp es; 
lab shot; Posters and HealtH 
Director; Visiting nurse; i 
Mother, nurse, and baby. ~ 
CU. Baby on scales; kickin 
its feet. 
FADEOUT 
TIT:GE 
I ~ 
~ ~ 
I 
,. 
" • ! 
your family • p 
i 
I Tt can't do the job alone. It M 
needs helpJ your he1p. 
1 
.. 
D·o you want these children to· grr w 
healthy and strong? I 
That's up to you. 
MUSIC SLOWLY FilDES OUT 
AS END TITI.E APPEARS. 
ij , 
~ 
M 
I 
,! 
tl 
•! 
., 
j 
l 
L 
., 
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used in professional clinics. As a matter of fact, the 
baby was a little too heavy for the scales, and there 
was a constant fear of the scales tipping over. If 
one looks closely enough in one of the scenes, the nurse 
can be seen reaching for the scales because they almost 
tipped over. 
The montage sequence at the end of the film was 
used to recapitulate the story o,f the Health Department. 
The shots selected were symbolical ·of the several ser-
vices of the departmen.t. 
The final shooting script which we follo·wed through-
out the filming period will be found on the following 
pages. I didn't keep an exact record of the actual foo1t-
age shot, but most of the figures are correct. The fo~ 
used for the script is arbitrary, but I preferred to use 
the two column for.m - one column for the visual present-
ation and one for the narration dialogue. As I have 
pointed out in this section of the chapter, there are 
discrepancies to be fo-und in the way the script reads 
and the final film. 
B. Equipment 
With the exception of a fe'tv lights which belonged 
to Mr. Wilkinson, all the equipment we used belonged to 
----
the Motion Picture Department. The camera used through-
out the greater part of the film was a Bell and H(.lwell 
Filmo, Model ?0 DA. We started to use an Eastman Kodak 
Cine Special II, but the classes in motion picture prod-
uction needed this particular camera, so we had to use 
the Bell and Howell. This was to our advantage because 
if we started a scene with the Cine Special and than had 
to shoot with the Bell and Howell, and intercut the 
scenes taken with the different cameras, then there 
would have been a noticeable difference in the frame 
lines. 
The lighting equipment was simple but versatile. 
I 
We used a portable lighting unit ~onsisting of three 
150 watt spot lights, two· flood lights each consisting 
of two 150 watt flood lamps, and one unit using two 
150 watt incandescent lamps. The light output of these 
units could be boosted by means of t-vro transformers 
which were supplied in the unit. The unit is sold 
under the name "Color Trans". Although we had no 
trouble with the lights there were a few things which 
we did not like about them. The three metal cases in 
which they were contained were very awkward to handle. 
The l~p housings were delicate and easily dented. 
The "barn doors" on the lights \<Tere faulty and two of 
43 
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the doors broke off their hinges. 
Mr. Wilkinson supplied one 500 watt spot light, 
and several photo-flood reflectors. These were the 
only lights used during the production. · That is, the 
"Color Trans" unit and the photo-flood s, or a combin- • 
ation of the two. The lighting was fairly constant 
throughout the film, with the exception of the scene 
in which- ·the inspector meets the restaurant ma:nager in 
the kitchen. We shot two takes of this scene. The 
take we were going to use in the film was destroyed, 
during a preview, when the film broke in the projector1• 
h 
Thus, we had to' use the take which was slightly under-
exposed. 
A tripod was a necessity fo·r shooting the majority 
of the scenes. There was only one scene where we 
couldn't use the tripod. That was the shot C:lf the 
Health Bulletin being print ed. In order to get a high 
angle shot, Mr. Wilkinson had to stand with one foot on 
I 
to·p of a press and the o.ther on a compositor's bench. " 
This was our basic equipment. It proved itself 
satisfactory with the exception of the slight inc on- ,, 
veniences, caused by the "Color Trans" unit, already I' 
mentioned. In a few instances we had to provide extra 
il I 
I 
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lengths o·f cable for the lights, but the cable from the 
lights was usually sufficient. We always brought extra 
lampe along with us. We were fortunate, though, not to 
have had a single lamp burn out on us. 
c. Locations, Props, and Actors 
I've already touched upon the location of the 
scenes in the first sequence. The script called for a 
wooden door, but none could be found. We thought about 
building a wall "flat" for this scene, but decided it 
would take too much time and co et too much m.oney. In- I, 
stead we agreed upon the Gothic type gate and had the 
11X11 painted O·n the wall beside it. We could not find an 
appropriate background fo·r the four people, so we used 
the rough stone Wa.ll seen in the film. 
As was mentioned before, the location fo.r the next 
sequence did not allow the action to be seen clearly. 
When the man was tacking the "Q,uarantine" sign on the 
wall, he was in deep shadows cast by an overhanging 
porch. This scene had to be re-shot. 
Finding a do·ct o·r' s office was out of the question ' 
fo.r reasons explained previously. The scene was shot 
in a small living room. The camera had to btl placed in 
----='-----
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an adjoining room, and the action photographed from 
there. 
~e X-ray sequence was shot in the local hospit-
al's X-ray room. The hospital served as a source for 
further locations when we photographed the boy having 
his throat examined, the girl being weighed, and the 
I 
scene in which the inspector meets the restaurant man-
ager in the kitchen. Even the close-up shots of the 
water bottles being filled were taken at different 
water taps in the hospital. 
'The Laboratory sequence was done in the Health 
Department building as was the office scene. A loca~ 
restaurant and a local super-market were used '\vhen we 
fi~ed the scenes requiring such locations. The man-
agers and employees of the two establishments cooper~;t_ed 
' in every way possible. They had to go about their wdrk 
I 
amidst a jungle of lights and cables, but not once did 
they hinder the filming procedure. 
The exterio-r shot of the nurse driving up to the 
house and getting out of the car to visit the house 
was shot in a residential section of the town. The 
next sequence of the nurse and the mother with the 
baby, was shot in an apartment house. The mother of 
---~~----.- -
the baby did not want to take the ba~ to the other 
house, which would have provided better facilities for 
- ~ the interior shots, so we had to· shoot the scene in the 
kitchen of her apartment. 
The schedule of the weekly appo·intment hours in 1 
the Baby Clinic did not coincide with our class schedule. 
Since the clinic was used for other purposes on the 
.I 
other days in the week we could not arrange to shoot the 
scenes we needed on the premises. We had to make an 
exterior shot of the building, and then shoot the in-
terior scenes in 1-Ir. Wilkinson's studio. This was 
noticed immediately by a nurse who saw the film, when 
she remarked that it didn't look like a clinic at all. 
Sa.me of the props which we used .have been discussed 
in a previous chapter. The Medieval costumes were ob-
tained from the theatre department at the school. The 
paint brush which we made didn't last long, so we had 
to use a modern paint brush and wind ·string around it ,. 
to hid.e the metal ferrule. The 11 Q,uarantine" signs were 
printed, free o·f charge, by a mutual friend. 
I 
The equipment used by the doctor in the film wa~ 
supplied by a professional -physician who did not want 
to appear in the film, but instructed Mr. Wilkinson in 
- --~-- --- ---
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how to handle the stethescope and the syringe. The 
· props used throughout the next few sequences were im-
mediately available to us on the different locations. 
'Fhe restaurant sequence and the market sequence afforaed 
us unlimited use of props which added realism to. the 
scenes. 
The next scenes we had to wo·rry about were those 
of the visiting nurse and the Well Baby Clinic. The · 1 
uniform was not correct for either o·f the nurses ap:pear-
ing in the scenes. The bag which the nurse carried was 
not regulation. The lack of some sort o,f regulation cap 
I 
was noticed also. 
The actors were eager to do their job as we -\'ranted 
them to, but their lack of ease in front of the cameras 
was quite apparent at times. Fo,r the most part, they 
were all amateurs. We did have three people who had 
had previous acting experience. 
We found out, though, that we received better 
results from the ':professional people doing their reg-
ular jo·b, than we did from the actors portraying the 
pro'fessional peo-ple. However, since we were not able 
to photograph professional people, at times, we had to: 
be content with the work the actors did. With all due 
---- -
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r 
respect to their "rillingness to dol a good job, their 
lack of naturalness is outstanding, at times, in severil 
al sequences. I 
Some of the people seemed to think that it was a 
big joke to a:p:pear before the camera and as a result wb 
had difficulty in getting them to do things :properly. I 
It took several rehersals of each scene before we could 
' finally shoot the action. We often bad to shoot a scehe 
two or three times, because one of the acto-rs 
laugh during the scene, or forget what he was 
to do. 
" 
would II 
. 'I 
supposed: 
I 
I, 
I 
If more of the professional :people had been willi~ 
I 
to :participate I believe the action throughout the en-jl 
tire film would have beeri more realistic·. But, des:pitle 
,, 
all their inadequacies, I think the :people did a fairly 
If 
good job. 
j, 
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SHOOTING SCRIPT 
and 
PRODUCTION RECORD 
HE...4J~TH D:l!:mrr::~~,~N'J~ FILM _______ _....... -·-------.....--
F.<UJE Ti-l' 
lo CU Weather~bec'bsm door( to cover whole 
frame) ~ Wood plank type~ d:!.amond shaped 
mme o.i' glass in door Y ·urough iron 
he.rdimre j) ei:.c. lfan ~ s ·-rm.9 holding pairl1(i 
bru.ah s ;eeps acr.·oss tLe clam·» a..'!'ld paint s 
lc.rge whit,e X .ac:rosa door pa...'wl" 
A·i:S Han in fro~Tt. o.f door of sm~.11 dark 
house., hl"hr; brur.~h in 1-a~.l he :i..t.J holdingl) 
steps bnck and looks r.~ t X; .raJ.ks ~. ay., 
t.aJ..ldng .. 
6 o CU S~r:i~: aJ.t.;tJ_e; t(f r..;::-.~ .?- ·pc-:~1)10 ~: Nt:r~ ... 
til -ess<;it 1..n. J .. ::"t:~:·~nt, ti!ly ~t.t. ~t.:r-~~o ~~t:~:t:l 
·::O•:·.:U::il."i.g and- 1ookiu 5 it1 d:U•ection o.t" 
~lOUS~I., 
HC' ...,, .,.,_ ..... .., .~"'f'?., ·~ .,,4• . P"""'"",~· ""'"'"',, 11!.:> !."II.:·.-··~' ,~; .:1V G .. -:.~i~,. s..- .:.r r.,,~ . -· . .r.:,·'-l_t .. '""" •"C• !' -.;~.:.:ba.-. ...f' ., 
Yth:i$e houne :ht bac:kgrvund" ( Sho·G from 
c::~ma ar.1gle e.s :in #h, do~r pla.:inly v:t-
sibl:ae) 
CU Door of hon:~t~; sigr.. on . "'.11 b-eside 
door ~ "~~~JAEANT JllE-·=SC.A RL.."i:T FEVER" ~ 
9o :as t1f• •ico irr~G Est~bli~h~d a~ :Or !'I •s 
o:fi'ict!l by f'lll.lilt®s .and eq_u:tpri•.3llto 
D:r, a standir.ig ~.ear tab 1 e · ork:l.::.r~ o~ar 
,.. ... ,.,"' p·m,,.,.,,• p.,.'l...,r o<n .... ,,·t·~1,..,. 'ori;qn playin~ 
'(.;,;1-;_i_w.J ....... ~·.;.;4 . · ~~ .....,.:-~ 1 .. ,.1 ...... \1.;..,, ..: .. :.\;:'' " .... - or-J' 
,,;:i't h ii:. ·-m.:I.le t;he Wl):i.'.cnes Dr() 
10,, ~ I·Tn??.i.t1~ l ~~•~d (::.V.c:M~ ·i;n b0.b;r ~:nd .fond:=x 
ling ito D~ · ~ ~ r~ ~~:.tLr.la ~~n~:n :-L"f'l 'h .. · !!k,~o~l!1d 
h.anclling ':~quipm'1nt., 
11., 
Pag9 l o 
3 takes, 3rd OX 40 ft 
Action too slow- let two 
2 takes, 2nd OK 10 ft 
2 takes, 2nd OK 20 ft 
Not shot. 
3 takes, 3rd OK 15ft 
let two, actors laughed 
2 takes, 2nd OK 10 ft 
1 take. 10 f.t . 
Re-shot, different location lfi ft 
1- take 5 ft 
Re-shot, different location 5 ft 
2 takes, 2nd OK 
. 2 takes, lst OK 
2 takes, let take needle 
.jammed 
25 ft 
20 ft 
16 :tt 
l3o 
16 .. 
21o 
22o 
Q!l ruictt.: .. ~:r-ts f1·.~~ •. I.evr s>~n,r,J:S ~h~ii .~s 
or~i.'·fl~ l.c:o1:>3 d~~ t c '\~3re h.t.~ by 
; culd be" Sh& takes · d~ep braath 
~.Uc! ~Fd:zv;;~~: P-lig'rt'fJ;y· r. 
l.~S Dr,. ,tJ·~.:'..gi'it<?.xa.~ 1.:.p _ E·ld·r~ate 
neecUt3ll v-rip3s ar-r,. agai.."l. Mother 
>.."e~.~ftl\1~ de"'m~ nnd etrC":-km'! ch11.i! 1 s 
]'r;.'f:'I:,!) .. ~,Q 
cu 
~.~S ST!Vlll ~i'!'l o:n nltrt.fot.'m e:c,e.l¢a .. 
.~:rr~·r! t?.t,.;?.~id.i.ng b:-:)d.d~~ scal-aE~, P..ujus-
titJg ·r;h<S w~"J~ght,p ,. H~th~r ert.~.nrl~ by o 
Nul··~~ ll~~.k~;;; n~'tE-' ot'. ehP:l."'"~, ~.nd th~! 
n.:.,saau.r.es girl 1 s height...,. 
D:ro Md boy, Ed.ds angle shoto Dr. 
h .....  9 r.t-~t,hc~·~~~ M;d ; .8 ~~~:t'lnr!.i.~~ng 
~~r ' ~! ~~9rt. .~nd J.un€r: ·; ~~c .. 
Attandmrh td:. X~.,Ray 'IT.I!\Chi~.~? Y.:-t.tl, 
che5t ba?'odt l:'allc~ to mach:l.neo Jl.t-
t.~s;r1;.:nt ~l~'!~'!" h:i..r.~ .f?.,~~:k~lst . .. iiC>h. ne 
M'.i.l. ''!!.9-lkri~ t~ ~'~~t.x>f.1l P~'~.·.l,.. 
.4.t.tenoont. • s hand pressing but. ton. 
~,~~n r-;t~~~ ~-<J.<;;;lf. .r~m mect&:'i.n' ."/.s ~?.t­
·ii®nd;~.r.d·. · ~~.o~~~ f;:;r.w.:;r-j :i'i::~.~:1·p,~U.1e! 
X~R~y holdar from rrachinao 
FADE ODT 
R!SE!~j>:?.l:.rS!ttu:;t?;~ ki·h~~1~:'n,. Ys11·. :in 
~.'!> .... , ..... ~··""""" .t ;... ..... ~~ , ..!' .!.~ '' "'""'"""'-· ··.4: i,...,.,·\.l• t'1•,.'.:.~o~o •,. • -.4A. ~•. ".: .S ... .!I \1". ~~.1 -t .... ...,.. o,.au.J .. ,., I. ,1. •~.! ,-;.. f, 
~~~err$ J t"\'1~ tr,.~n"''::'·!.~ 1.n ~~ ;tt.r;) J ct.hr:::~:~ 
ir.: b-;~t ~nd. ~.or..t.$1 ~lt-<eJ.!lG.nl!lar• pil~ 
of di~he~ on oj~kboard~ 
·~n Et·:'.l ~.t. p-:!J .. O\ •::-·.f .r:l. :lH't~:9~: • I111~p '· 
h~.~~ clt-r- b<J:r:.i'd and is wtt.ing, OthEJl" 
IW.l'!. looks Ono 
Two men talking a~ insp., is shv1id.ng 
c'llp beard to n1.tlnG> 
w.s ~m ruen st&mrl i ng nr;;;ru" s1.1v·el"V'm.:;:"e ·\:.ray- o 
Bl~ck t:aa$3 beside tray.. ImJp o p:'i.oks 
~1,p f;:;~!.E -: 
Pll.ge 2., 
2 t akes, 2nd OK 
2 takes, 2nd OK 
Mother smiled 1st take 
1 take 
Random scenes, used up one 
roll of film 
1 take 
1 tal:e 
1 take 
1 take 
1 take, film ran out. Cut as 
holder door closes. 
2 takes, 1st underexposed 
2nd OK 
1 take 
1 take 
20 ft 
10 ft 
25 ft 
100 ft. 
15 ft. 
10 ft 
10 ft 
5 ft 
20 ft 
30 ft 
10 ft 
10 ft 
2 takes, let one cook walked 
into frame 20 ft 
l ... . . , 
.,J :.; 
Picks up cup instead of fork. 
1 take 
-~~ C.! 
. ..,t .... A S!~-~~t~ _\.'\~rJf":: _, ~ - :_~,·;t (_; ~·.i·J~~fr ·~~:lij f~!'~~:~--~'!-!' 
. . bi , -:~c! ~ ~)'!' •. t:!"V.: £..:i. (~ :\~1{_.; :·"' ~~. r::r~ -~n t~ D ·~"lli®r o 
:tltrp ~ :r'~m.di.x!ci 0h~:;"'' O!>!!J·l;t~r ~ ~r:~•:r\S note 
'J.u ~::~r ~~-~!r'"·~-'L: Th~~y· 'lr•o'~e t.o gerl•sge 
rec:-api:ao::.-s~ :• lffiicb are ur;.eo'l!e't'~c.t .. , 
27,. em 
30., 
-l 
. ') 0 
CU 'ilim~!! 'i:!~ !H.1 f.(l_..:~.-~:i!!~;: :,o}.tle in ba.g, 
eloees COV0~ of baga 
:P·.:t::~-:1 f! ~~1 r:!ilt': .:J ~-wi~-~ t;~-.~., ~-"-''''' it 
~ • . •cr ""(':' .,...:;o +~>J• .;•,•3ti [l..!•.h'1'· .~-~ }_i,.,,..._..., ·!"·~ l. .\.! ~ - . - .... . ~ - · ·r •.. .. · ~ ""·· ~l-1'1 ~&,£...1. 
~urr..::: bq~ ~~r:1 .• Bo~tl!-· f.':U..1.,; up,!' b 
:~9!:~)\Y-!..:>:''tl 1-~ ... a.."'l\l '.~bi)_ r-, ~ '",~t:J Of.f ~ 
J2 0 CU f.';')-~l"i . . J :h~ ·, v;~r .. ;'il'J ~ !~ h :~~! (~ ·- !iiJ't\dl'l'i)!"ltl;t.• 
_ •.• "' -r. · • .., ). -~ · ,,. .,,,.,~ ... -.~:- .,,u ·•<-. .. '· ),,..+.;.-. ... ana· 
..._]J. 1~ .. ... ,;,-•...r '-. '~>110' ,.. .; 6,~.~ · · •.C J~"'-" .1, . c.: ;:4 , rl.lhi , .,.,.,., ~-
V:~:i'(;l.\;-h."t!'l'ffi ., 
33 o MS Tt;) E!:t:tfl.h.l:bh t\'Om:"'-~ in H.D .• lAb .. Seat~d 
{~~; t:·~o:..tl . ) ~:~v7 {'! r:!: ~t:.~" :! '-~. :t.--:h~;; e~r~ 
t~j h\•:• ._, 0_1.'·~ f.; :t €:-rL!i' '-:~ ~ t.il,(;~) ,_,-,,;} of the 
.i:3eh·~s .j 
34o CU She co·;re·:PJ thf:! dishes ru'ld -outs them in 
.it. -w:li."e :O:;,[l .. Ck n1.-11 ~t. ,.~;.-~ j 
35 o ~5 !,.:'!,"J:-::: :-lg ~.i! i..'\ r;;:,~-.. :'~;J~f.:pil- 11 f.h!l'.' - ?!~ • .•• nd-
:1t1:~::l t!; :: le:;tl~i.,. ::.n.d ~:;;i;,~~~ nc~~ii ~l' 
36o MS ~'forr~m. ,;~~,,~!!~ 1n·~il~-mt.:;•·~- :nulls out 
·::.:rrr.y- i':!i.' ?'P.~Ii>:t':'!. d:'i~!heu ~, ~ar'"-•ieo :t ~ t o 
't :~1 :L.fJ ~\r.:=~ ;~ .! --; ! .~ d1.A~ ._, 
Yl o CU .She 5!32.~·~·tt1 ~:m.e d.i.tiYh:; fl9t~ it 5x 
V'!.,...:VI~t~r.' ~:7!Cl :r2~~~~~!:! ~(.)~· e~! .• 
2 takes, 1st too slow 
1 ' take. Exterior shots of 
waste recpt acles 
2 takes, 2nd OK 
1 take 
1 take 
3 takes, 2 and 3 OK 
1 take 
1 take 
OMIT 
1 take 
1 take 
3 takes, 3rd OK 
2 takes each scene, 2nd OK 
10 ft 
20 ft 
30 ft 
20 ft 
5 ft 
5 ft 
15 ft 
5 ft 
10 ft 
5 ft 
10 ft 
30 ft 
30 ft 
39. ((;on~) clerk at c."'l.nother desk e 
6ne still t,yp:ing.r. ot.her s_;rcd.ng ·i~JrrO'lf!P 
~pSTs. 
l~OQ au T'rintine press .. Paners coming off 
th,Q u~achjne. Title seen in h&m.ry t;.-o~ 
HE.i\1TH "f'UI,Lr.;HW 
· l~. CU Copy of HF(full title shot), 1.n man'~ 
hand~ 
42., ~.liS To e.sta.bl:l.ah m-:u1. in living roout, sit~ 
tine in chair and readlnr; th~ 'bull.:::·tin. 
44o CTJ Sicrn on st..and on sidmvalk· -DIAjih'fES 
'l'E~ Y·lERE 
45., HLS Room interior( theat-er ·cype) H:ixed 
audience sitting 5.n r-o-r1s Oi chairs .lo•Jk·" 
ing ~Ul direction of stageq 
L,6., CU Loll ane-le shot. o£ Health Director. 
'l'o create imp!'assion that he is speaking 
·t.o above group. PickH un booklet P. nd 
holds it to audi'E!nc~, 
4 7 " ECU Bookl~-~ in I-ID ~ s hands-i"OUR C!ULD 
48o ECU ~'iamg booklet)) on table. ~O'Ii'.!U'i:~ 
ha.."ld con!'Ss i!'!i,o .t'&•atr.a and picks it up<> 
49 0 r~s vr :in ch ir ir. liv:tng room~ pit:. e 
up pamphle-t. l'rom t~bla. 'i'hera is · a · c.rio 
bas ide ·i.he chair .. 
50c CU Crib9 baby sleep in it.., 
~1.. ~rr.s Exte:&:•lor oi' hotll3~ o 0ar pu.lls up to 
curb, t~orm~.t1 GCi.:.s out etJ.r!'jd.:t'lg bag.. She 
gOeS to ~·ont d00r or the hOUSeD 
52.. HS Nu:!"se at door a Ri.'lgs bello Door ope..llS 
and wone.n in scene fJh9 OJ)lms the door. 
Hursg goes ins idc:3 an.d door closes t..eh ind 
them9 
53 o '.fS Int.erio1• liv-ing room.( 49). tTurse and 1 
omm."l walk i:nto qoo:rn tmrard crib. t~urse 
pl aces bag an table, and th w hoth bEne 
do?m to look into crib.. · ' 
54" CU Low angle sho\i of nurse and woman e.s 
they look down( supposedly i nto crib) g 
55 c OU 1,-,,w .an.gle sho~r. oi' t"~Jo as they ru:•e 
m:iJ:::ing fo:rm.ul£1. in bottle" Nurse is 
demonst1 ..atinr;:;, mnthe:r' looks on. ,J 
2 takes, let one printer 
had to adjust press 
1 take 
1 
1 
2 
t ake 
take 
takes 
45 and 46 done in one shot, 
1 take 
OMITTED 
OMITTED 
OMITTED 
OMITTED 
2 takes, 2nd OK 
2 takes, 2nd OK 
Baby on bathinette 
1 take 
CU Adjusting diaper 
2 takes 
OMITTED 
10 ft 
. I 
5 ft 
5 ft 
5 ft 
10 ft 
20 ft 
eo ft 
20 ft 
10 ft . 
15 ft 
· t •. . .. 
56 " ~~ 11.1d:ng r-:':0!:::1. lll"!.t'E~~ 9-nd D1ol;,l'lfff• 
:r£-~t~t:·::t:it;o ~"ict.;b.::.rf) ~~~k ., rie~ Dn"ttle.!J goes 
to ci'J:lU t.'.:t.d f.J:'i.ts down, Nu:r::;e goes to crib 
.rr.ild ~~~.~~::~ ~:-.p h¥.1)7! ~ ;~lt'H~~~~ :i.:C. :in mothst>' s 
J.~;.:r o ·wi?'"tli.t~T t.h~m p1.· .~et" r-.n·c:'~l~ nsru:> 
bat-.Y··I :.'1 l~vJ;~·:~JL 
5'8 ., L~ .. :t Ittt .. !:J·r:'L~t:r t:.r::~. '1.~~~"' .gc; :·~~:~1n;) ~; il.~~~r-~:~ ~-~·+~ 
sever~l pacpJ.e, i:l group::J around small 
<rl ·'"': -f'ti(',_,~ ., , · •P ~ .. .,..A1, \·~"'.,l •• -.. ~-- "'k ·;_ , ~""t'' [;;.:: ~ )~.~ : ..... \J. fl\ ~ .. £. 5 .:. ; r;l !- I'll .. , !J.:.r~t ..... ' )l:~. ~ .. ~ .:..~..:..::., .; 
i.iS o~1c i.~!\·b.·~-; · ~---·rt't~·i:~, ~~;.:1·~:h~;; .. ~·:.!' !r~.lj ~-~. b~4.~-~­
'"'n. i 1...:lt :l.fJ or1 ttC<J.J .. es (.) 
6t) --: GJ B~-1~'" o~l :J!!nls) r.n1:r.~sg' ~l-P.nrl holding 
itt; ·n~n:·~ '!li:.,(a . ~-k.,·t~~ -:!:r J..~:! '"::~~~ ct ".i"J:J .t:lic: ~.t-(t:t' 
,·jn th~:t ,; ; :!~!.e., 
t,J. -=> .fi!S N'~ :J?s .:~ lJ!:'t!.i ~~!lt·~.r f~1.•or~ ~~!;.:'.: :.!:t~d pu~t~ !: 
it on ti'.'!::! ~ _ }fl' t. 'h~-;~ !'c.:a.d1(?S ove.. to f:bc :l.t, 
63 ,. E·~u Nur·se' s h '."ids a.s ho ri' · kae an X in 
}~~:i)t~C,;.~E~ :"Jl~ ~;:L :~ i::trrtt,. 
61-t ~ ~ r.·;s .~;i;t.;:th&l r.:;.~.t.::; r·:.a'.:tl~ ::is.;. ·;J'-"'L'Y' s hs.n.dsq 
.z .. ·1j'il~"7·h; r-·illt~;"!' und.er if,_ h~t~.d r W .!!S .i'ol"f.l'ard 
t,~ : __ c.~t: ~·L c~~ ~r..;~·~ ·,~n "].t~~1 ::..,t::. .. ~~~ ~~I.,tJ~! I·1(.f1~: Tbt~Y 
:~cc~J~ a·f; (!l1\·~~; ··~~, a:1.d t~'!·~._ 1~,~1~~ t:rt be.~l.~,l :. 
MS as they watch baby on 
bathinette, pick it up 
and walk out of frame ' 
3 takes 
OMITTED 
3 shots, 3rd OK 
2 takes, 2nd OK 
2 takeB, 2nd OK 
1 take 
2 takes, 2nd OK 
50 ft 
30 ft 
30 ft 
40 ft 
20 ft 
30 ft 
6~" au , l~>hy ,._..~l .. tin.g 7.'e:i:t1ej1 e!nd kick:ing its 1~~.;,: . 2 takes, let scales almost 
tipped over. 40 ft. 
CHAPTER IV 
Sound 
II 
If we had attempted to do a synchronous sound film our 
I 
problems would have multiplied a hundredfold. Personally, I 
don't think synchronous so:und WC!l!Uld have added a great deal1 
to the film as it was written. So, to save time, money, and 
our own energy, we decided upon a narration sound film. 
In most films of this type, the narration is done by 
one person. If the narrator is not an excellent one, the 
film can be very boring. Then, 'fo,o, one person telling a 
I' 
story about something as divereified as a Health Department 
can, I think, be very impeh:-sonal. 
I 
For these reasons, we decided to have the narration 
done by several different voices. Since the story line was 
about the different people who form the Health Department, jl 
why not have a voice representing an individual from each 1: 
service of the Department tell the story? We felt that thi,s 
II 
would break up the monotony of hearing one voice, and lend 1; 
a more personal touch to the film. We did not want narrato1rs 
whose vo·ices would brand them as professional narrators or I 
announcers. We wanted people with go.od diction, yet who 
so:unded as if they were actually members of the Health De-
partment. 
-----~---= - - --- --
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A male vo:ice introduces the film, and this voice also 
narrates the story of the Communicable Disease Control pro-
gram. We have a different male voice to tell the story of 
the Sanitation program. Since the Laboratory technician is 
a woman, we have a female voice for this portion of the film. 
, I 
We changed to another male voice to explain the Vital Statis-
tics and Health Education:programs. The story of the MaterJ al 
and Child Care program is told by a woman, and the story is 
summed up by the same voice which introduced the film. 
We had so.me difficulty in selecting the vo:ices which we 
I 
wanted, but the task was worth it. And I feel that the change 
in voices, from male to female, has solved the problem of a 
monotonous dialogue. 
To record the S<i))und, we set up a projector in a glass-
1
, 
walled booth and projected the film on a screen in the next 
room. We set up the tape recorder in this room, and the 
narrators read the dialogue \r.Tith the film as it was proj ectedl. 
For recording purposes we used a Magnecord tape recorder. ,I 
II 
i The tape was re-recorded on sound film stock by a pro- ,, 
II 
fessional film service. When the sound track was finally 
returned to us, we synchronized the sound to the picture. 
-------t-~--
The pro:·blems brought about by this procedure were . 
greatly alleviated by using sound readers, sync blocks and 
a Moviola which are all part o-f the equipment of the schoot • 
I 
II 
I! 
'I I 
II 
--=--==--~ ---- --
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CHAJ?TER V 
Conclusions 
There are several things I must say in regards t(i)) the , 
value and importance of a thesis of this nature. Ai.though I 
.. 
learned a great deal fr~m participating in a project of this 
I kind, I do not feel that it is a suitable problem for a 
thesis. I ".-oculd not recommend to any student to, undertake 
I· 
such a project. 
The main purpose of a thesis is to broaden the education-
al interests of an individual. With this in mind, I can only 
say that this project has done just the oppo,si te. I did not 
uncover any new ideas, but on the contrary, I struggled through 
ideas and problems Which confront anyone in making a fi1m. 
There was nothing we learned from the production of , ,, 
this film that we co,uld not learn by taking the courses in 
Motion Picture Production offered at Boston University. 
I 
It's 
I 
true that we gained some experience in producing a film, but 
we had a little experience before we started; and once out in 
the professional '\vorld we would gain more experience. 
rr'here are other reasons which I can give fo.r advising 
studen.ts against a project such as this. The first, and 
most important fact.or is money. We were fortunate to obtain 
------- -~ ---~--~~ 
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a e:ponsar, but not everyo·ne is willing to invest money in 
such a ven.ture. 
The time e1ement is another important factor. This 
:project was started in November, 1951. It was not completed 
until August, 1953. I 
'I script, shoot the film, record the sound, edit the film, and 
During this time we had to) write the 
synchronize the saund and picture. This may not sound like 
too much, but we had to d(!); this along with securing actors, 
props, and locatio·ns, plus do,ing our regular school or out-
side wo·rk. 
The value of the entire production rests upon the 
acceptance of the film by the public and various -Health De-
partments. To date this has not been determined. 
!I 
I felt that I was able to produce a film like this, but 
I 
now that it's all over I can see that the film has fallen 
short of my expectations. I think it will be useful to a 
certain degree, but I don't think that it will do everything 
I mentioned in the introductory chapter. 
II 
·I 
The problems of writing the script, directing the acto.rs, 
and obtaining the right actors for the parte have all been 
mentioned previously. All I can say about these problems 
now is that if it's at all possible, one should not undertake 
55 
a project like this unless he has considerable experience in 
writing and directing, and can obtain professional people, 1 
not actors, who are willing to participate. 
The problems have been outlined, and our solutions to· 1 
It 
these problems presented. We gained experience through over-
coming the problems, but with certain limitations. Our ex-
perience was restricted to' this particular production. We 
have not contributed much except a film, and the story of 
how that film was made. 
In the second paragraph of the Introduct ic:m I said that 
this paper may be beneficial to anyone interested in, or con-
tem~lating the production of a fi~ of this nature. In all
1 
sincerity I 'Wt1):uld say to:· think twice before you dec.ide upon I 
it. 
tl 
